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Impulse Fitness 4 Station Tower (IT9527)  
 

40 years of experience in fitness
equipment manufacturing has made
Impulse Fitness one of the largest
manufacturing brands in the world.
Impulse Fitness' IT Series is a
commercially viable strength equipment
line with over 50 machines to meet the
training needs of novice to experienced
athletes. Highest quality at an appealing
price/performance ratio characterize
Impulse Fitness' IT Series. 

 CHF 7'990.00  
      

      

Equipment:

4-station tower with lat pull (double pull system), rowing pull (double pull system), station with
upper pull, hi/lo pulley with adjustable cable pull
height adjustable leg pulley for lat pulldown
height adjustable Hi/Lo Pulley with side brackets attached to the frame for versatile grip options
rubber feet for a firm stand and to protect the floor
weight magazine 4 x 90kg with weight scale
ergonomic handle bars provide comfort and safety during workout
high quality construction ensures stability and long life
construction frame made of hardened steel with a thickness of 3mm
plasticized aircraft steel cable (5mm American LOOS with 1900kg load capacity - tested for
250'000 movements with full weight magazine)
double coated surface treatment
comfortable double stitched and durable padding
weight magazine lining around the weights
weight magazine cover made of durable ABS material (thickness 3,2mm) for total height
available as option

Use: home use to commercial continuous use, payload: approx. 180kg
Equipment dimensions: L348,9 x W196 x H238cm, weight 668kg
Frame colors: metallic silver-grey
Upholstery colors: black (other color versions on request)
Accessories: 5 hand grips , triceps rope, lat bar, rowing handle
Options: Weight magazine cover in plexiglass
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Warranty: 1 year on labor, 2 years on spare parts, 1 year on ball bearings, springs, adjustment
mechanisms, 6 months on pads and ropes, 10 years on frame
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